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Abstract. This paper describes baseNP supersense tagging for Japanese texts. The task ex-
tracts base noun phrases (baseNPs) from raw texts in Japanese, and labels their baseNPs with
supersenses. This task has a number of applications including predicate argument structure
analysis and question answering. While the definition of baseNP in English is relatively clear,
its definition in Japanese has not yet been clear. In this paper, we defined Japanese baseNP
analogous to English and defined Japanese supersenses using a broad-coverage Japanese
thesaurus, Nihongo Goi Taikei (comprehensive outline of Japanese vocabulary). We then
adopted a sequential tagging algorithm for the task, namely the averaged perceptron with
HMM, and achieve high performance compared to a baseline.
Keywords: Supersense, BaseNP, Named Entity, Predicate Argument Structure Analysis, Se-
mantic Role Labeling.
1 Introduction
Named entity recognition (NER), has been useful for various natural language processing tasks
such as searching for answer candidates in factoid question answering systems. However, if the
answer is a common noun, NER cannot recognize the answer candidate. Ciaramita et al. proposed
supersense tagging for noun phrases including common nouns and showed that the task has many
applications (Ciaramita and Johnson, 2003) (Ciaramita and Altun, 2006).
Moreover, predicate argument structure analysis has attracted the attention of researchers re-
cently because this information can increase the precision of text processing tasks, such as machine
translation, information extraction (Hirschman et al., 1999), question answering (Shen and La-
pata, 2007), and summarization (Melli et al., 2005). In the analysis, it is necessary to determine
argument candidates, i.e. argument base noun phrases (baseNPs) before determining the semantic
role of the candidates (Pradhan et al., 2004), and high performance noun phrase chunking is ex-
pected. Furthermore, supersenses annotated for NPs are helpful for predicate argument structure
analysis (Taira et al., 2008), because we can use the case frame of verbs with semantic categories
such as the NTT pattern pair dictionary (Fujita and Bond, 2008) and the large-scale case frame
dictionary from the web (Kawahara and Kurohashi, 2006). Although baseNP chunking is a ba-
sic task in English and there are a lot of researches, the concept of baseNP in Japanese has been
unclear. We propose a definition of Japanese baseNP in this paper.
We show the difference between NER and baseNP supersense tagging in Figure 1. Suppose
that the sentence “?? 5???????????(He held a press interview on the 5th.)” is
entered to the system. In this case, while NER only detects the ‘TIME’ phrase as ‘5? (the 5th)’,
the baseNP supersense tagger can recognize the common noun phrases, ‘? (he)’ and ‘????
(press interview)’ as ‘HUMAN’ and ‘HUMAN ACTIVITY’, respectively. In the figure, ‘O’ stands
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for ‘Other’, namely non-NP. Moreover, we adopted Nihongo Goi Taikei (comprehensive outline
of Japanese vocabulary), whose coverage for nouns in Japanese is supposed to be the largest, as
supersenses because the more the supersense of each word is defined in the lexicon, the better the
performance of the baseNP supersense tagging.
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Figure 1: NER vs BaseNP Supersense Tagging
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe a proposed definition of Japanese
baseNP in Section 2. Next, we describe the Nihongo Goi Taikei and the supersenses defined on
it in Section 3. We describe the algorithm for baseNP supersense tagging as a sequential labeling
task in Section 4. In Section 5, we show our experiments and results. Our conclusions are provided
in Section 6.
2 BaseNP in Japanese
The baseNP in English is defined as non-recursive noun phrase, i.e., a noun phrase not containing
other noun phrase (Church, 1988) (Ramshaw and Marcus, 1995). We consider Bunsetsu phrases in
Japanese excluding predicates (predicate bunsetsu phrases) as a possible candidate of the definition
of the baseNP in Japanese. Bunsetsu phrase is a phonological unit of Japanese, containing one
content word. However, Bunsetsu phrases often contain functional words and the meanings of
more than two phrases sometimes change from that of the base phrase. So, we defined a definition
of baseNP in Japanese as below.
1. Word sequence in phrases (Bunsetsu in Japanese) obtained by morphological analysis, ex-
cluding functional words that at the end of the last Bunsetsu.
2. However, if the supersense predicted by the individual words is different from the supersense
of the entire noun phrase, take the shortest word sequence keeping the entire supersense.
3. As for relational clauses introduced by formal nouns (‘?? (thing)’, ‘? (that clause)’, etc.),
take the formal noun (similar to the relative pronoun in English) as baseNP and label the
formal noun with the supersense for the clause.
As for the first definition above, we could define shorter baseNP, namely a head word for a noun
phrase. However, we cannot use the head word directly in many cases including answers in ques-
tion answering and arguments in predicate argument analysis, because the head word in Japanese
often does not have literal meaning. For example, the head word ‘? (person)’ in the word ‘??? (victim),’ is usually used a suffix standing for a person and is not used the word itself.
The second definition includes proper nouns and idiomatic phrases. For example, a title of the
movie, ‘?????? (Roman holiday)’ consists of two phrases in Japanese, namely ‘????
(of Rome)’ and ‘?? (holiday),’ and the supersense of ‘?? (holiday)’ itself is different from the
supersense of the entire phrase. On the other hand, ‘????? (delightful holiday)’ also consists
of two phrases, namely ‘??? (delightful)’ and ‘?? (holiday),’ and the supersense of ‘??
(holiday),’ ‘TIME’ is the same as the supersense of the entire word, ‘????? (delightful holi-
day),’ and we take ‘?? (holiday)’ as the baseNP. If we want to use more informative expression,
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‘????? (delightful holiday)’ in some applications, in place of ‘?? (holiday),’ we can also
utilize dependency information such that the phrase ‘??? (delightful)’ depends on the phrase
‘?? (holiday)’ and can use longer NPs.
The third definition avoids needlessly long baseNPs. For example, the sentence, ‘?????????????????????? (I did not notice that he was waving to me)’ contains
a clause ‘??????????? (that he was waving to me).’ The clause can be divided to ‘????????? (he was waving to me)’ and a formal noun ‘?? (“that” clause marker).’ We
label the formal noun ‘?? (that clause marker)’ with the supersense of ‘??????????? (that he was waving for to me),’ namely ‘HUMAN ACTIVITY.’
The relation between the supersenses for a baseNP and each word in the baseNP is three-fold
(Fig 2).
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Figure 2: Three types of the relation between a supersense of a baseNP and words in the baseNP
1. The supersense for a baseNP is derived from the supersense of the last word in the baseNP.
2. The supersense for a baseNP is derived from the supersense of a word other than the last
word in the baseNP.
3. The supersense for a baseNP is not derived from any words in the baseNP.
The existence of these different types makes the baseNP superesense tagging in Japanese difficult.
3 Nihongo Goi Taikei and Supersenses
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) is often used for supersenses in English (Ciaramita and Johnson, 2003).
WordNet is a machine-readable dictionary and organized as a network of lexicalized concepts,
sets of synonyms, called synset. Each noun synset can be assigned one out of 26 broad categories,
called ‘supersenses.’ (Ciaramita and Johnson, 2003)
In Japanese, we used a well-known Japanese thesaurus, Nihongo Goi Taikei (Comprehensive
outline of Japanese vocabulary), for supersenses. Nihongo Goi Taikei was originally developed
for a Japanese-to-English machine translation system, ALT-J/E. It has three different semantic
category hierarchies for common nouns, proper nouns, and verbs. Only the common noun category
is widely used. The thesaurus consists of a hierarchy of 2,710 semantic classes, defined for over
264,312 nouns, with a maximum depth of twelve (Ikehara et al., 1997). The coverage for nouns are
larger comparing with other Japanese thesaurus including Bunrui Goi Hyo (NIJL, 2004)(96,051
words) and Japanese WordNet (Isahara et al., 2008)(85,966 words (Ver.0.9)).
We used the semantic classes of the third level as supersenses because the level is similar
to semantic roles. The top three levels of the Nihongo Goi Taikei common noun thesaurus are
shown in Figure 3. For example, the Japanese word???? (raitaa), which is derived from two
different English words “writer” and “lighter”, but transliterated into the same Japanese string, has
two different semantic categories, (353:author) and (915:household appliance). By following the
is-a link, we can learn that the former sense refers to a person (4: person) while the latter sense
refers to a physical object (706: inanimate object).
In the experiment, we also used the second level of Nihongo Goi Taikei for comparison. The
thesaurus has 6 categories in the second level and 21 categories in the third level.
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1:noun
Lvl0 Lvl1 Lvl2 Lvl3
2:concrete
1000:abstract
3:agent
388:place
533:object
1001:abstract
thing
1235:event
2422:relation
4:human
362:organization
389:facility
458:region
468:natural place
534:animate
706:inanimate
1002:mental state
1154:action
1236:human activity
2054:phenomenon
2304:natural phenomenon
2423:existence
2432:system
2443:relationship
2483:property
2507:state
2564:shape
2585:amount
2610:location
2670:time
Figure 3: Top 3 levels of the Japanese thesaurus, ‘Nihongo Goi Taikei’
4 BaseNP Supersense Tagging as Sequential Labeling
4.1 Averaged Perceptron with HMM
We used the averaged perceptron algorithm with HMM (Collins, 2002) for sequential tagging.
Although a perceptron algorithm generally tends to overfit the training data, it avoids overfitting
using a sort of voting method. The performance of the algorithm is reportedly comparable to that
of the Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) (Sha and Pereira, 2003) and the calculation is generally
faster and more memory efficient than that of CRFs.
The training algorithm is shown in Figure 4. Here, d is a document in a document set, s is
a sentence in the document d, xd,s,i is the i-th word in the sentence s in the document d, T is
the number of iterations, and w is a set of weights. y
gold
d,s,i is the gold standard tag for xd,s,i, and
y
predicted
d,s,i is the predicted tag by the system for xd,s,i. Φ(x, y) is the feature set for (x, y). The final
weight is calculated by averaging the weights after every iteration to avoid overfitting (Collins,
2002).
In the test phase, we calculate tag sequences with the maximum sum of weights w using a
Viterbi algorithm and we have predicted tag sequences.
4.2 Features
We used the following binary features. We automatically segment a sentence into words and
labeled parts of speech using Chasen (Matsumoto et al., 1997), which is a Japanese morphological
analyzer. For training and test sets, we fixed the word regions and parts of speech manually to
form training and test sets.
• Words ( wd
−2, wd−1, wd0, wd+1, wd+2 )
• POS ( pos
−2, pos−1, pos0, pos+1, pos+2 )
• POS First ( pos first
−2, pos first−1, pos first0, pos first+1, pos first+2 )
The dictionary in Chasen uses a hierarchical part of speech system, and the first level refers
to the major part of speech, such as noun, verb, etc.
• Supersense for Word ( wd sem0 )
The first sense defined in Nihongo Goi Taikei is automatically annotated.
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Input training samples (xd,s,i, y
gold
d,s,i)
Initialize w0 ← 0
for (t = 0 to T − 1) do
for document d in Document Set do
for sentence s in d do
Compute y
predict
d,s,1 ... y
predict
d,s,max
s.t. maximize
∑
wt
for words in s, xd,s,1 ... xd,s,max using Viterbi algorithm
for xd,s,i in s do
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gold
d,s,i 6= y
predict
d,s,i then
wt+1 ← wt +Φ ( xd,s,i, y
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d,s,i ) −Φ ( xd,s,i, y
predict
d,s,i )
end if
end for
end for
end for
end for
w = 1
T
∑
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Output w
Figure 4: Training algorithm
• Dependency ( dep0 )
The combination of functional words in the phrase containing the target word, and the head
word in the phrase the target word depends on. The dependency analysis is obtained by
Cabocha (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2003), which is a Japanese dependency analyzer, and we
fixed the mistaken dependencies by hand.
• Next tag ( y+1 )
We also used the predicted supersense of the next word.
4.3 Sequential Tag Format
We can understand the baseNP tagging task as a sequential labeling task (Ciaramita and Altun,
2006). There are some different formats for encoding chunks in the sequences (Sang and Veenstra,
1999) (Uchimoto et al., 2000). Kudo et al. indicated that the performance is the highest in a
baseNP chunking task (not including supersense tagging) in English with SVM when they used
the IOE2 format and the processing direction was backwards (Kudo and Matsumoto, 2002). This
can probably be attributed to the fact that the head word at the chunk often exists in the end of
the chunk. The situation is similar in Japanese, and we adopted the IOE2 format and backward
processing. Figure 5 shows an example of the IOE2 tag format and a part of features in our task.
5 Experiments
5.1 Experimental Setting
We performed our experiments using Kyoto Corpus in 1995 (Mainichi, 1995), which is often used
for evaluations of text processing in Japanese. We used articles published between January 1st and
January 11th as training examples, and articles published between January 12th and 13th as test
examples. We show the distribution of training and test data for the experiments in Table1.
5.2 Overall Results
First, we compared our system with a baseline method, which annotates a noun phrase with the
supersense of the last word in the phrase.
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Figure 5: IOE2 tag format and features
Table 1: Distribution of training and test data.
Training data Test data
# articles 1,350 428
# sentences 11859 3,208
# words 324,792 91,145
# baseNPs 87,712 24,807
We show the results we obtained in Table 2. Here, ‘boundary’ indicates an evaluation of only
the noun phrase boundary and ‘boundary+sem’ indicates an evaluation of the noun phrase bound-
ary and supersense categories. And ‘AP with HMM’ stands for our system using the averaged
perceptron algorithm with HMM. Our system is superior to the baseline system as regards both
the second and third level supersenses.
Table 2: Comparison with baseline system (F-measure(%)).
Level 2 Level 3
mothod baseline AP with HMM baseline AP with HMM
boundary 89.13 96.07 89.13 96.00
boundary + sem 79.63 89.33 76.56 86.79
5.3 Effectiveness of dependency information
Next, we examined the effectiveness of the dependency information. We show the difference
between the system performance with and without the ‘dep’ feature. We found that the feature is
somewhat effective in both the second and third levels.
5.4 Effectiveness of multiple sense and immediate parent sense
We used only the first sense in our dictionary as the default word supersense. However, the dictio-
nary also has some other senses if the word has multiple senses. So, we examined the feature set
including all the senses in the dictionary. Moreover, we examined the effectiveness of the features
using the parent nodes in the thesaurus. We show the results as for the third level superesenses in
Tables 4. Here ‘m1’ and ‘m0’ indicate that the multiple senses were and were not used, respec-
tively. ‘u1’ and ‘u2’ indicate the use of the parent nodes in the first and second levels, respectively.
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Table 3: Effectiveness of dependency information (F-measure(%)).
non dep (Level 2) dep (Level 2) non dep (Level 3) dep (Level 3)
boundary 96.07 96.21 96.00 96.08
boundary + sem 89.33 89.51 86.79 86.91
The results indicate the limited effectiveness of both the multiple sense and parent node features
as regards performance.
Table 4: Results for Test Data (Level 3)(F-measure(%)).
m0 m0, u2 m0, u1 m1 m1, u2 m1, u1
boundary 96.08 96.10 96.07 96.09 96.04 95.81
boundary + sem 86.91 86.88 86.75 83.46 83.09 82.45
5.5 Effectiveness of tag format
Table 5 shows the results we obtained when we used IOE2 and IOB2 as the tag format. It can be
seen that IOE2 tag format is greatly superior to the IOB2 tag format as we predicted.
Table 5: Effectiveness of tag format (F-measure(%)).
IOB2 (Level 2) IOE2 (Level 2) IOB2 (Level 3) IOE2 (Level 3)
boundary + sem 86.20 89.51 82.48 86.91
6 Conclusion
We described baseNP supersense tagging in Japanese. First, we defined a baseNP and supersenses
in Japanese. Next, we adopt a sequential tagging algorithm for the task, namely an averaged
perceptron with HMM, and a large semantic dictionary, and achieve a relatively high level of
performance. This task has broad range of applications including predicate argument structure
analysis and question answering.
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